In this study, a transport model is used to characterize structural and physico-chemical changes in a nanofiltration membrane during the filtration of ionic mixtures. The membrane state is analyzed by a set of four model parameters identified from glucose and salts filtration: the membrane water permeability (Lp), the mean pore radius (rp), the membrane charge density (Xd), and the dielectric constant of the solution inside pores ( p). The study of these structural and physico-chemical properties allows us to determine if deterioration or fouling occurred during filtration. Two distinct identification procedures from filtration of synthetic solutions are investigated in this paper. One is based on the filtration of single salt solutions, whereas the other lies in parameters identification from mixtures containing at least three ions. These methods are applied here to characterize influence of fouling deposit formation and membrane cleaning.
INTRODUCTION
Nanofiltration is a recently developed membrane process, which has many applications for industrial and environmental aspects. Indeed, it exhibits many advantages compared to other processes because of its easy process control, lower energy consumption, and its environmental respect, i.e. it does not require chemical addition. Salt rejection by nanofiltration membranes is governed by steric, electrostatic as well as dielectric effects, which allow the separation between small or weakly charged ions and bigger or more charged species. For this reason, nanofiltration is a perfectly suitable process for charged solutes fractionation and a very competitive process for industrial and environmental purposes, such as brackish and seawater desalination [1, 2] , production of drinking water [3] , recovery of high-value solutes [4, 5] , or wastewater decontamination [6, 7] .
In the last decades, many authors have studied the transfer of ionic compounds through nanofiltration membranes [8, 9] . Indeed, a knowledge model can help to understand the physical mechanisms acting on ions transfer through the membrane but also how these phenomena govern the selectivity towards various ions. This fundamental approach aims at elaborating a simulation tool to predict ionic separation performances of nanofiltration membranes. In this context, the present paper deals with the use of such a model as a tool for the follow-up of membrane state through the identification of the four model parameters.
This paper starts with a short physical description of the model. Next, the proposed methods for parameters identification will be presented in the case of single salt solutions (NaCl) or binary mixtures (NaCl-MgCl 2 ). Various filtration results carried out in identical operating conditions (salt nature, concentrations, and hydrodynamic conditions) will be presented for a same membrane in various states, i.e. clean, fouled or chemically regenerated. Parameters obtained in these various membrane states will be thus presented and discussed to show the usefulness of a knowledge model in membrane processes.
THEORETICAL PART
The model used in this study is called Pore Transport Model (PTM). It was accurately detailed in a previous paper [10] . Within the framework of the PTM, modeling is focused on the transport within pores and the transfer through membrane-solution interfaces. Transport through the concentration polarization layer, which was found to strongly influence rejection performances [11] , is not modeled but its contribution is taken into account by calculating real rejection R i,m from experimental observed rejection R i,obs . This estimation is carried out with the so-called "Velocity Variation Method" (VVM), which is briefly presented in the "Material and Methods" section.
The ion transport through the membrane is described as a one-dimensional transport in cylindrical nanometer-sized pores under laminar flow conditions. Ion fluxes are calculated by the extended NernstPlanck equation, which describes flux as a result of diffusion, convection and electro migration contributions, corrected to take account of pore size [12] :
with c i and D i, the concentrations in pores and the infinite diffusivity of an ion i, respectively. V is the solvent velocity within the pore, which is calculated with the Hagen-Poiseuille expression.
Introducing j i = V C i,p in Eq. 1 yields to:
Derivation of the electroneutrality equation within the pore with respect to x and introduction of Eq. 2 lead to the expression of the electrical potential gradient d /dx:
The equilibrium partitioning at the interfaces between pore and bulk solutions are computed from the so-called Donnan Equilibrium improved to take account of molecular interactions as well as steric and dielectric exclusions [8] :
where i,sol and i,pore , the activity coefficients, respectively of the bulk solution and of the solution within the pores, are calculated with the extended Debye-Hückel relation.
D is the so-called Donnan potential and W i is the solvation energy barrier which can be represented by a decrease of the effective dielectric constant of the solution in the pores as described by the Born model (Eq. 7).
is a coefficient including the influences of activity coefficients ratio, and steric and dielectric effects.
The concentration of a given ion at the pore inlet is obtained by equaling the Donnan potential, which is the same for each ion, and introducing the so-obtained relations in the electroneutrality equation:
Concentrations of the other ions are calculated by the relation:
The dielectric effects describe the solvation energy decrease of the solvent within the pores. This decrease leads to a solvation energy barrier at the interfaces, which is computed in the model by the Born model [13] :
It should be mentioned that the influence of "image forces" [14] on the solvation energy barrier is not neglected but only taken account through a decrease of the effective dielectric constant p , which includes all the phenomena acting on the solvation energy (i.e. "image forces", confinement, electrical field, physicochemical environment,…).
The volumetric permeation flux is calculated from:
where L p is the hydraulic permeability, the dynamic viscosity of the solution, P the applied pressure and the osmotic pressure difference calculated with the Van't Hoff relation.
Membrane characterization and performances prediction require the identification of the four model input parameters:
•
The water permeability L p and the mean pore radius r p , which give hydrodynamic information on the membrane state
• The (effective) dielectric constant within the pores p and the membrane charge density X d , which provide information on the water confinement inside pores and the electric properties of the membrane, respectively.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Experiments were carried out with a semi-industrial pilot plant (depicted in Figure 1 ). This setup is equipped with an AFC40 tubular polyamide film membrane (d = 12.7 mm, L = 1.22 m) supplied by PCI Membrane Systems Ltd (Basingstoke, UK). Four cross-flow rates were studied, varying from 500 to 2000 L/hr (i.e. velocities from 1.3 to 3.4 m/s) and 6 pressures varying from 8 to 28 bars. Temperature in the plant was held constant at 25°C through circulation in a countercurrent heat exchanger cooled by a refrigerating unit. Concentrations were kept constant by recycling permeate into the feeding tank except during flow rate measurements and sampling for concentration analyses. Water flux measurements, cleaning and salt solutions preparation were performed using demineralized water with a residual conductivity lower than 0.1 μS/cm. All experiments were carried out at the native pH of demineralized water, i.e. close to 6. The mean pore radius was estimated through the filtration of glucose solutions. These solutions were analyzed by an enzymatic colorimetric method using a reagent GOD-PAP kit coupled with a UV/visible spectrometer.
Ions concentrations in permeate and retentate streams were measured by an ionic chromatography apparatus (ICS 1000, Dionex, Voisins le Bretonneux, France) equipped with a conductivity detector for the measurements of ion concentrations.
For each experiment, the real rejection R i,m curves were determined from observed rejection R i,obs by the Velocity Variation Method (VVM) [15] to overcome the concentration polarization phenomenon.
with R i,obs = 1
J v is the permeation flux, k the mass transfer coefficient and C i,p the concentration of the permeate stream. The VVM consists in determining the observed rejection R i,obs for various increasing tangential velocities, and extrapolating these values to an infinite velocity. The limit value (R i,m ) thus corresponds to a virtual situation where no polarization layer exists (i.e. concentration at the membrane wall C i,w equals to that of the bulk solution C i,b ):
( 1 2 ) An example of the determination of real rejection curves is illustrated for a NaCl solution in In a first step, a membrane fouling was developed naturally during filtration assays of ionic solutions. It is worthwhile to mention that only synthetic solutions made with demineralized water were filtered during this study, so that fouling was assumed to be due to a biofilm development. This biofilm was detected because permeation flux strongly decreased during experiments. It was thus possible to characterize the membrane state before and after biofilm development as well as after a chemical cleaning.
In a second time, membrane was stored after cleaning during one year in order to obtain a biofilm similar to that observed during filtration experiments of single NaCl solutions. Filtration assays were carried out before and after this storage period.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Membrane Water Permeability and Mean Pore Radius
Firstly, the hydrodynamic properties of the membrane were investigated in terms of water permeability L p and mean pore radius r p . Figures 3a  and 3b show respectively evolutions of membrane permeability and glucose rejection (and thus pore radius), respectively in steady operating conditions (1), during the biofilm development (2) and before a chemical cleaning (3) . From these figures, it can be seen that fouling had opposite influence on L p and r p . The latter indeed led to a decrease of L p close to 50 %, whereas r p increases of about 10% (see Table 1 ). The permeability decrease was expected as fouling layer obviously induces an additional resistance, which leads to lower flux. Moreover, the biofilm can also partially clog pores and so reduce the surface available for the flow. Nevertheless, this pore obstruction is also supposed to lead to a decrease of the mean pore radius but the identified values show that the mean radius was increased by fouling. This observation can probably be explained by considering that the biofilm tends to obstruct preferentially the smallest pores and probably not the biggest ones, leading to an overall increase of the mean radius.
Experiments carried out after an acido-basic chemical cleaning (that destroyed biofilm) show that morphologic characteristics of the membrane were not identically restored, i.e. the water permeability and the mean pore radius obtained after cleaning (respectively 1.7 10 -14 m 3 m -2 and 0.54 nm) were slightly higher than original ones.
Membrane Charge and Dielectric Constant within the Pores
Estimation of only structural data is not sufficient to characterize a membrane state and physico-chemical properties have also to be investigated. The model was also used to identify the dielectric constant of the solution within the pores p and the volumetric membrane charge density X d before and after the biofilm development. Two distinct identification procedures were applied for solutions of single salt or ternary mixtures. For single salt solutions, p and X d were assessed successively through assays in different conditions, whereas for salt mixtures both parameters were simultaneously identified from a single filtration.
Identification from Single NaCl Solutions:
With the first procedure, p was estimated by simulating the rejection of a concentrated NaCl solution ) by assuming that p -value is independent of concentration. This method was carried out before and after the biofilm development and rejection curves (experimentally obtained and simulated with identified parameters) are shown in Figure 4 . The corresponding values of p and X d identified with these rejection curves are given in Table 1 . The p -values estimated with 400 mol m -3 NaCl solution were not affected by the presence of the biofilm ( p = 59.5 and 60). This observation is consistent with the assumption that biofilm has mainly modified the membrane surface but did not necessarily change significantly the properties of the pore inner solution. In contrast, it was found that the membrane charge was strongly influenced by the presence of biofilm. The biofilm has indeed screened the membrane charge, which was more or less three times lower than the native charge (in absolute value). This observation is in accordance with the decrease of rejection observed after biofilm development in Figure  4 for the NaCl 50 mol m -3 solution. For this reason, the difference between rejection curves of 50 and 400 mol m -3 solutions became really small after biofilm formation and the concentration had no longer a strong influence on the separation. Figure 4 also shows that rejection obtained with the 400 mol m -3 solution has slightly increased due to biofilm formation. However, it should be stressed that, even if rejection has increased at a given permeation flux, rejection measured at a given applied pressure was not significantly affected by the presence of biofilm, unlike permeation flux. Indeed, a strong flux decrease (50 %) induced by the biofilm formation was observed, regardless of the solution considered.
To conclude this part, results seem to indicate that only a diluted solution is required to characterize the evolution of the membrane charge by assuming that fouling or biofilm development does not affect the properties of the solution within the pores, and thus that p is invariable for a given single salt.
Identification from NaCl / MgCl 2 mixtures
The previous method, based on the filtration of single salt (2 ions) solutions, requires a major assumption since it is supposed that the dielectric constant p is constant irrespective of the concentration and equals to that estimated for a concentrated solution. This method has shown its limits and a second method based on the filtration of ternary mixtures (containing 3 ions) has therefore been developed to assess precisely p and X d values without additional assumption [16] . The latter, which consists in identifying p and X d simultaneously on multi-ionic mixtures, has shown a strong potential for the prediction of separation performances [17] . Indeed, with ternary mixtures, three rejection curves are obtained for each experiment instead of one in the case of single salt solutions. Hence, these three curves can be fitted simultaneously with only two parameters so that there is only one couple ( p , X d ) that correctly describes selectivity towards various ions. In this case, the obtained values are less controversial than those estimated from single salt solutions.
The membrane state was thus investigated before and after a storage period for a mixture containing 25 mol m -3 of NaCl and 12.5 mol m -3 of MgCl 2 . Experimental and simulated rejection curves obtained in these conditions are provided in Figures 5a and 5b and the values of the various parameters are given in Table 2 .
First of all, it is worth noting that experimental rejection curves obtained for the three ions are correctly described by the model with the values presented in Table 2 . The couples ( p , X d ) identified before and after storage period seem to show that the membrane was only slightly modified during this period. The small variation observed on X d could be interpreted by considering that the biofilm would have developed only at the external surface of the membrane but not inside pores, unlike filtration experiments with single NaCl solutions. Hence, fouling could have been partially destroyed by the water rinsing, which did not occur with the previous biofilm.
This conclusion is in good agreement with the values of r p and L p estimated after the storage and water rinsing. Indeed, these values were found to slightly decrease after the storage but not as much as it was observed after the first biofilm formation, proving that no major modification of the pore surface occurred. Therefore, it seems that biofilm does not develop always in the same way and it would be interesting to investigate how operating conditions act on its formation. For instance, can the fact that biofilm was formed during a static storage period instead of filtration experiments does a matter?
It should be noticed that the X d -values obtained with mixtures containing calcium are really low compared to those obtained with single NaCl solutions since divalent cations (calcium here) tend to screen more intensively the negative membrane charge compared to monovalent cations such as sodium. Hence, it is more difficult to observe the variation of membrane charge with solutions containing divalent cations and so it is also more complicated to detect a potential deterioration or fouling.
From earlier discussion, it appears that both procedures are complementary and the choice between them depends upon the purpose for which characterization is implemented. Indeed, adjustment of model parameters on ternary mixtures is more rigorous and should be used to accurately identify the membrane charge density and the dielectric constant inside pores without additional assumption. Moreover, it is worthwhile to note that values for single salt solutions can be extrapolated from those assessed with ternary mixtures as it was shown in a previous paper [17] . Conversely, adjustment on diluted NaCl solutions is the most suitable way to numerically characterize membrane state. Indeed, even if the identified membrane charge is arguable with this method, its high sensitivity to surface electrical modification and its easy processing make it perfectly adapted to follow-up state evolution. For industrial purpose, all the membrane characteristics could therefore be studied through a single filtration experiment containing a sugar for pore size estimation and a salt for surface charge estimation. It should be stressed that the salt has to be much diluted since it was also shown in previous studies that the presence of a salt acts on the size of the neutral solute and consequently, on the estimated pore size [18, 19] .
CONCLUSION
This paper was devoted to the use of a knowledge model to characterize the physical state of a membrane. For this purpose, the impact of the development of a biofilm on the model parameters was investigated. Two identification procedures were described to characterize the influence of the membrane evolution on its charge density X d and the properties of the solution within the pores p . It was found that the membrane fouling led to a decrease of the membrane permeability and an increase of the mean pore size, showing that mainly small pores are probably clogged by the biofilm. It was also shown that such a deposit screens the membrane charge but does not clearly modify the solvation properties of the solution within the pores. Such a model can thus be used to reveal a membrane drift along the time by means of one reference experiment (single salt or salts mixture) and also to check if the membrane has not too much changed after a specific event such as chemical cleaning. It was also shown in this paper that the best numerical way for membrane characterization is probably to identify physical model parameters from single NaCl filtrations because higher values of X d lead to higher sensitivity to variation of surface charges. Indeed, the simultaneous identification of p and X d from mixtures leads to smaller X d -values, which complicates the detection of membrane degradation. Finally, it was highlighted that a model can be a useful tool for diagnostic of used membranes in addition to direct characterization measurements such as streaming or membrane potentials [20, 21] .
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